
advanced fashion design 

 

design & research fashion signature style 

the course 
Gain an additional stimulus to creative research and design techniques in the professional fashion design 
process. For individuals wishing to up-skill, change career direction, 
or undertake a professional study abroad experience on a limited time frame, this intensive Advanced 
Fashion Design course provides a detailed knowledge of fashion design creative research techniques 
and the role of the professional designer in today’s demanding fashion industry. 
 
Fashion designers are constantly seeking inspiration for new design ideas, looking at new trends, 
evaluating brand development and researching materials and fabrics and at the same time reflecting on 
the many external influences that surround them, including personal experience, culture, art and design to 
name just a few. This intensive five month course encourages participants to develop their own personal 
‘visual language’ and design signature style. The fashion course encourages a critical analysis of their 
own designs, renegotiating and contesting style, method and fabrics to open up new ways of thinking. 
 
Participants demonstrate these creative influences through freehand drawing techniques, and are also 
asked to challenge the more technical aspects of fashion design, including illustration, and approaches in 
garment structure and manufacturing, completing the course with their own innovative collection in 
portfolio format. In order to successfully 
and autonomously carry out individual creative research, key to developing innovative designs, 
participants take a look at how market research supports the creation of original ideas for different 
contexts, markets and cultures. They learn advanced design communication techniques, supported by 
trend analysis and forecasting skills allowing them to constantly stay ahead of new issues and influences 
in the contemporary fashion industry supporting their full potential as forward thinking designers. 

learning focus 

 Fashion illustration and collection design 

 Garment fabrication 

 Design and communication 

http://www.istitutomarangoni.com/en/fashion-courses


 Design vision 

 Graphic design 

 Trends and forecasting in the fashion industry 

 Collection and brand analysis 

 Creative research techniques 

 Collection portfolio 

profession 

 Fashion designer 

 Textile designer 

 Fashion illustrator 

 Fashion colourist 

 Pattern maker 

 Creative director 

firenze 
language en, it 

02 oct - 16 mar  

language en, it 

enrolment fee € 4.000 

tuition only-fee  € 8.500 

 

http://www.istitutomarangoni.com/en/fashion-courses/postgraduate/semester-programmes/advanced-fashion-design

